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Research Problem

• Use Case: Process Discovery with performance data


• Privacy Issue: Surveillance of individual process workers  
—> Illegal e.g. in Germany


• Preserve as much utility as possible
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Attack Model

• Trace Linkage Attack


• Link trace with background knowledge


• Identity Disclosure


• Membership Disclosure


• Attribute Disclosure
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Background: k-anonymity
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Background: t-closeness

• Extension of k-anonymity


• Limiting difference in global and local distribution


• Earth Mover’s Distance as measure
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PRETSA: 
PREfix-Tree based event log SAnitization
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PRETSA - Walkthrough

• Example with an Order-to-Cash process


• Assume k=8
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sanitizing an event log before it is used to discover a process
model, including annotations of activity durations. As such,
the utility of the sanitized log is assessed in terms of the
change of the model discovered from the sanitized log in
comparison to the one discovered from the original log.

For this setting, we present PREfix-Tree based event log
SAnitisation for t-closeness, shortly PRETSA, an event log
sanitization algorithm that prevents membership and identity
disclosure by k-anonymity and protects against attribute
disclosure by t-closeness. In essence, PRETSA constructs a
prefix tree representation of an event log that is annotated
with frequencies and attribute values. This tree is then step-
wise transformed by relocating and merging sub-trees until
the required privacy guarantees have been obtained. This
way, transformations of the event log are comparatively fine-
granular, which implies a modest loss in the log’s utility.

We evaluate PRETSA against a baseline that achieves
the respective privacy guarantees by filtering the event log.
Our experiments with three real-world datasets indicate
that the event logs obtained using PRETSA have a high
utility for both process discovery and performance analysis.
Furthermore, we show that PRETSA outperforms the baseline
along various evaluation dimensions and yields good results,
even when the baseline fails to provide any results at all.

In the remainder of the paper, we provide a motivating
example (Section 2), before formalizing the considered attack
model and privacy guarantees (Section 3). We then introduce
PRETSA, our algorithm for event log sanitisation (Section 4)
and present an empirical evaluation (Section 5). Finally, we
review related work (Section 6) and conclude (Section 7).

2. Motivation

To motivate the need for event log sanitization, consider
an order handling process, which encompasses activities
related to the creation of purchase orders (PO) (create po),
updating them (update po), receiving goods (receive gd), and
checking, paying, and rejecting invoices (check in, pay in,
reject in). Assume that events are recorded for this process,
which enables process discovery and performance analysis.
While an event log that contains the recorded event data is re-
quired to apply these techniques, it is important to recognize
that the previously discussed ethical and legal considerations
prevent the manager from collecting or disclosing data that
compromise the identity of individual employees.

Straightforwardly, this means that an event log must not
contain information about which employee performed which
events. However, for someone with malicious intent, i.e.,
an attacker, information on the sequencing of events may
be enough to relate employees to the execution of certain
events [11]. This, particularly, holds if an attacker possess
organizational knowledge (e.g., a manager). For instance, a
manager may be aware that, for POs that have been updated,
only four employees are allowed to check the corresponding
invoice. By combining such background knowledge with
the traces in an event log, adversaries could derive sensitive
information, such as:

• That an event was performed by a specific employee
(identity disclosure).

• That the data of a specific employee is included in the
event log (membership disclosure).

• That an employee can be characterized by execution-
related data, e.g. performance data (attribute disclosure)

For example, consider a scenario in which some POs have
been updated after goods receipt. If an adversary knows
that Sue is one of the few employees that are allowed to
subsequently check the corresponding invoice, the adversary
would be able to identify the specific events that were
performed by Sue (identity closure) with high accuracy.

To reduce the probability that such an attack will succeed,
event logs must be sanitized to protect the privacy of an
organization’s employees. One way to achieve this is to
alter event logs so that they meet privacy guarantees. An
example for such a guarantee is k-anonymity, which bars the
disclosure of infrequently occurring process behavior. From
a process mining perspective, a downside of such a guarantee
is that information may become obscured by sanitization.

TABLE 1: Exemplary sequences of activity executions.

Sequence variant #

�1 create po,update po,receive gd,check in,pay in 10
�2 create po,update po,receive gd,check in,reject in 5
�3 create po,receive gd,update po,check in,pay in 7
�4 create po,receive gd,update po,check in,reject in 5
�5 create po,receive gd,update po,update po,check in,pay in 1

Assume that an event log contains events that represent
sequences of activity executions as detailed in Table 1. A
straightforward manner to ensure k-anonymity, would be
to remove any variant from the log that occurs less than k
times. Given that only one variant occurs at least eight times,
a requirement for k-anonymity with k = 8, would yield a
sanitized event log that contains only 10 sequences of events
that all represent variant �1. While this log indeed provides
the desired privacy guarantee, it also hides a considerable
amount of information on the presence and frequency of
other sequence variants. When applying process discovery
techniques on this sanitized log, we would therefore discover
a process model that only captures a fraction of the actually
recorded process behavior.

3. Event Log Privacy

Next, we provide a formal model of the illustrated setting,
including a model of event logs (Section 3.1), the considered
trace linking attack (Section 3.2), and privacy guarantees to
cope with the attack (Section 3.3).

3.1. Event Log Model

To formalize privacy requirements for event logs, we
adopt an event model that builds upon a set of activity
identifiers A (activities, for short) and a set of resources
R (i.e., employees). For the execution of an activity by a
resource, we further consider execution-related data. Here,
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PRETSA - Prefix tree

• PRETSA generates a 
prefix tree from an event 
log


• Each node in the tree is 
an equivalence class
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Evaluation Setup

• Utility benefit?


• PRETSA vs. Baseline


• Datasets: Traffic fines, Sepsis & CoSeLog
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Experimental Setup

• Compare…


• …generated event logs —> Nr. Variants


• …fitness/precision of process models


• …performance annotations relative error
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Utility Evaluation - Baseline

• Only release variants that fulfill:


• k-anonymity


• t-closeness


• Delete all other variants
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sanitizing an event log before it is used to discover a process
model, including annotations of activity durations. As such,
the utility of the sanitized log is assessed in terms of the
change of the model discovered from the sanitized log in
comparison to the one discovered from the original log.

For this setting, we present PREfix-Tree based event log
SAnitisation for t-closeness, shortly PRETSA, an event log
sanitization algorithm that prevents membership and identity
disclosure by k-anonymity and protects against attribute
disclosure by t-closeness. In essence, PRETSA constructs a
prefix tree representation of an event log that is annotated
with frequencies and attribute values. This tree is then step-
wise transformed by relocating and merging sub-trees until
the required privacy guarantees have been obtained. This
way, transformations of the event log are comparatively fine-
granular, which implies a modest loss in the log’s utility.

We evaluate PRETSA against a baseline that achieves
the respective privacy guarantees by filtering the event log.
Our experiments with three real-world datasets indicate
that the event logs obtained using PRETSA have a high
utility for both process discovery and performance analysis.
Furthermore, we show that PRETSA outperforms the baseline
along various evaluation dimensions and yields good results,
even when the baseline fails to provide any results at all.

In the remainder of the paper, we provide a motivating
example (Section 2), before formalizing the considered attack
model and privacy guarantees (Section 3). We then introduce
PRETSA, our algorithm for event log sanitisation (Section 4)
and present an empirical evaluation (Section 5). Finally, we
review related work (Section 6) and conclude (Section 7).

2. Motivation

To motivate the need for event log sanitization, consider
an order handling process, which encompasses activities
related to the creation of purchase orders (PO) (create po),
updating them (update po), receiving goods (receive gd), and
checking, paying, and rejecting invoices (check in, pay in,
reject in). Assume that events are recorded for this process,
which enables process discovery and performance analysis.
While an event log that contains the recorded event data is re-
quired to apply these techniques, it is important to recognize
that the previously discussed ethical and legal considerations
prevent the manager from collecting or disclosing data that
compromise the identity of individual employees.

Straightforwardly, this means that an event log must not
contain information about which employee performed which
events. However, for someone with malicious intent, i.e.,
an attacker, information on the sequencing of events may
be enough to relate employees to the execution of certain
events [11]. This, particularly, holds if an attacker possess
organizational knowledge (e.g., a manager). For instance, a
manager may be aware that, for POs that have been updated,
only four employees are allowed to check the corresponding
invoice. By combining such background knowledge with
the traces in an event log, adversaries could derive sensitive
information, such as:

• That an event was performed by a specific employee
(identity disclosure).

• That the data of a specific employee is included in the
event log (membership disclosure).

• That an employee can be characterized by execution-
related data, e.g. performance data (attribute disclosure)

For example, consider a scenario in which some POs have
been updated after goods receipt. If an adversary knows
that Sue is one of the few employees that are allowed to
subsequently check the corresponding invoice, the adversary
would be able to identify the specific events that were
performed by Sue (identity closure) with high accuracy.

To reduce the probability that such an attack will succeed,
event logs must be sanitized to protect the privacy of an
organization’s employees. One way to achieve this is to
alter event logs so that they meet privacy guarantees. An
example for such a guarantee is k-anonymity, which bars the
disclosure of infrequently occurring process behavior. From
a process mining perspective, a downside of such a guarantee
is that information may become obscured by sanitization.

TABLE 1: Exemplary sequences of activity executions.

Sequence variant #

�1 create po,update po,receive gd,check in,pay in 10
�2 create po,update po,receive gd,check in,reject in 5
�3 create po,receive gd,update po,check in,pay in 7
�4 create po,receive gd,update po,check in,reject in 5
�5 create po,receive gd,update po,update po,check in,pay in 1

Assume that an event log contains events that represent
sequences of activity executions as detailed in Table 1. A
straightforward manner to ensure k-anonymity, would be
to remove any variant from the log that occurs less than k
times. Given that only one variant occurs at least eight times,
a requirement for k-anonymity with k = 8, would yield a
sanitized event log that contains only 10 sequences of events
that all represent variant �1. While this log indeed provides
the desired privacy guarantee, it also hides a considerable
amount of information on the presence and frequency of
other sequence variants. When applying process discovery
techniques on this sanitized log, we would therefore discover
a process model that only captures a fraction of the actually
recorded process behavior.

3. Event Log Privacy

Next, we provide a formal model of the illustrated setting,
including a model of event logs (Section 3.1), the considered
trace linking attack (Section 3.2), and privacy guarantees to
cope with the attack (Section 3.3).

3.1. Event Log Model

To formalize privacy requirements for event logs, we
adopt an event model that builds upon a set of activity
identifiers A (activities, for short) and a set of resources
R (i.e., employees). For the execution of an activity by a
resource, we further consider execution-related data. Here,
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Evaluation - Event Logs
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Evaluation - Process 
Models
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Evaluation - Perfomance 
Annotations
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PRETSA…

…ensures privacy (k-anonymity & t-closeness) for event logs


…uses a prefix tree representation of the event log


…provides event logs with high utility for process discovery


…is available on GitHub under MIT license: 
github.com/samadeusfp/PRETSA


Questions? Reach out to fahrenks@hu-berlin.de
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